
Thank you for coming back to Lake City Bowl.  Thank you for all the 

prayers and support everyone has shown to us in this unprecedented time.  Lake City Bowl will 

do everything we can do to keep everyone safe as possible.  Following the recommendations 

of the CDC and the Governor of Florida, Lake City Bowl will be required to only operate at a 

very limited capacity.  The following list will be the new policy’s that that 

Lake City Bowl must follow in order to stay within the guidelines, so 

that we can remain open.  Your patience and understanding is greatly appreciated.  

Thank you so much! 

BOWLING 

1. Open Bowling: “RENT-a-LANE” only.  PRE-PAID. (No coupons or free games will be accepted at this time) 

2. 1 hour maximum. (you may rent for an additional hour if there is no waiting list) 

3. You must finish your 1 hour time before resigning the waiting list. 

4. Maximum of 6 on the lane and bowing area.  (including at the counter) 

5. Your time will start as soon you check in. 

6.  Maintain the appropriate distance from other parties on the lanes and others areas in the center. 

7.  Leave Rental Shoes and any House Bowling Balls that you used in the bowling area. 

WAITING LIST 

1. One person will need to sign the waiting list, a contact number and names of all bowlers 

2. No waiting for your lane inside the building 

3. We will call you 10 min. before your lane is available, and again when you will be able to come in. 

4. We will NOT take call in reservations. Please call for estimated wait times.  386-755-2206 

5. We will not be able to hold a reservation if you are not here when the lane is available. 

6. If you place an order at the snack bar, we will call you when it’s ready. You will need to take it to your 

car.  

We hope that doing “Rent-a-Lane” only - will give us the best chance at giving you an accurate wait 

time. 

Hours of operation: 

  Fri. and Sat. Noon until 9:00pm    Sun. - Thur.  11:00am until 8:00pm 

Rates   Mon. – Fri. till 5:00pm $17.00      After 5:00pm and Weekends $20.00 

We are so sorry for all the inconveniences this will cause, but it is 

the only way that we will be able to stay opened during the “Phase 

One” period. Thank You for your understanding!  


